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INTRODUCTION
Continental geology stands on the threshold of a change that is likely to be
as fundamental as plate-tectonic theory was for marine geology. Ongoing
seismic-reflection investigations into the deep crustal structure of North
America are verifying that orogenic zones are underlain by low-angle faults
of regional extent (Brown et al 1981). The growing body of regional field
relations is likewise delineating numerous orogenic sutures that bound
discrete crustal fragments. Paleomagnetic and paleobiogeographic studies
are revealing major latitudinal shifts and rotations within and between
suture-bounded fragments, particularly within the North American
Cordillera. Such interdisciplinary studies are leading to a consensus that
the Cordillera has been built by progressive tectonic addition of crustal
fragments along the continent edge in Mesozoic and early Cenozoic time.
Such crustal growth is referred to as accretionary tectonics. In this paper,
we review some of the important concepts in accretionary tectonics, discuss
the nature of the materials accreted between central Alaska and southern
California in Jurassic and Cretaceous time, and consider the general
relations between Cordilleran accretion and the movement of lithospheric
plates.
The concept of continents growing by peripheral accretion through
geologic time has long been a topic of great interest. With the advent of
plate tectonics a number of different mechanisms for crustal accretion have
arisen, along with mechanisms for crustal attrition. Accretion mechanisms
include the growth of imbricated sedimentary prisms along inner-trench
walls, slicing off of submarine topographic irregularities within subducting
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46 SALEEBY
plates, and collision of continents and volcanic arcs by ocean-basin closure.
Tectonic attrition mechanisms include rifting, transform faulting, and
strike-slip or underthrust removal of inner-trench wall materials coincident
with or in place of accretionary prism growth. Growth of intraorogenic
ocean basins by seafloor spreading is an additional important mechanism
for creating accretionary materials as well as displacing crustal fragments.
An important implication of plate kinematic theory is the likelihood for
accretionary and attritionary mechanics to operate in series both in time
and space along continental margins. Since attrition by nature leaves little
material evidence of having operated, one of the major problems confront-
ing Cordilleran geologists lies in the recognition of such attrition within the
ancient record, particularly when interspersed with accretionary events.
The spectrum of accretion and attrition mechanisms viewed at cm yr-1
plate-transport rates over time scales of 100 m.y. leads one to suspect a
highly mobile history for continental-margin orogens. The serial arrange-
ment of subducting, transform, and rifting links along the modern
Cordillera plate-juncture system and both serial and parallel arrangements
in the western Pacific systems show the complex interplay of such
mechanisms through space. Similar arrangements overprinted through
time are suggested by the rock assemblages and structural patterns within
the Cordillera, which presently resemble a collage .of crustal fragments
(Davis et al 1978). Recognition of the structural state of this collage 
geologic field mapping and geophys!cal investigations will bring about a
new level of understanding in the growth of continental crust, and the
reading of stratigraphic records within the fragments and future palin-
spastic restorations will lead to a new level of understanding in paleo-
geography and Earth history. The first problem to be considered is the
recognition of native North American crust from exotic fragments that
have been accreted to its edge.
NATIVE AND EXOTIC ELEMENTS OF
THE NORTH AMERICAN CORDILLERA
The North American Cordillera contains two regional paleotectonic belts
of distinctly different character (Figure 1). The inner miogeoclinal belt
consists of regionally continuous sedimentary sequences deposited on the
North American sialic margin, which is in contrast to the outer eugeo-
Figure 1 Map showing generalized distribution of outer-belt tectonostratigraphic terranes
and the miogeocline of northern Cordillera (modified after Coney et al 1980). Most terranes
shown are actually composite. Also shown are ~ome large strike-slip faults that are restored in
the palinspastic base of Figure 4b. Pz = Paleozoic, Mz = Mesozoic.
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 47
500 KM
TERRANES WITH KNOWN
MAJOR DISPLACEMENTS:
P; Peninsular
Ch: Chugach
CI: Chulifna
W: Wrangellio
A; Alexander
St: Sfikine
C: Cache Creek
CA: Cache Creek Affinity
EK: Eastern Klamath
CR: Coast Ranges
TERRANES WITH SUSPECTED
MAJOR DISPLACEMENTS:
Pz- Mz Ensimatic
Mixed Pz-Mz Ensimatic-
Continent Fragment
Mixed Pz-Mz Ensimatic-
Mio~Jeocline
Continent Fracjment
d: Denali Fault t; Tintina Fault $a:San Andreas Fault
fq: Fair~’eother-aueen Charlotte Faults
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48 SALEEBY
synclinal belt characterized by diverse ensimatic crustal fragments. The
miogeocline is important with respect to understanding Cordilleran
accretionary tectonics, for it represents the western edge of intact pre-
Mesozoic North America. The miogeocline owes its origin to late
Precambrian rifting with probable continental separation yielding a new
passive margin, and subsequent sedimentation over a long period of drift
(Stewart 1972). Such a depositional setting is shown by regional un-
conformable relations with a diverse Precambrian basement, and basal
tholeiitic and active basinal clastic sequences overlain by thick stable-shelf
sequences. The shelf sequences originally thickened substantially westward
over a distance of perhaps 500 km, but their western limit has been
structurally obscured by outer-belt tectonics. Stable miogeoclinal sedimen-
tation persisted through mid-Paleozoic time until the first fragments of the
outer belt were thrust eastward upon it in Mississippian and again in
Permo-Triassic time (Speed 1979). Major outer-belt accretion then pro-
gressed throughout Mesozoic time, leaving the miogeocline sandwiched
into its inner-belt position. The miogeocline lies within a marginal domain
characterized by Mesozoic and younger deformation of North American
sial. East of this domain lies cratonic North America, which for the most
part escaped Phanerozoic deformation. Deformation of the sialic margin
has been related to accretion of outer-belt crustal fragments (Coney 1981).
The regional internal structure of the outer belt is shown in Figure 1 (after
Coney et al 1980). Numerous discrete and often unrelated fragments are
recognized and shown as "terranes." A number of small terranes are
grouped because they cannot be adequately shown at the scale of Figure 1.
Many of the terranes are ensimatic assemblages with their oldest elements
of Paleozoic age. Which of the terranes are exotic with respect to the ancient
continental margin, and which formed along the fringes of the margin is one
of the fundamental questions confronting Cordilleran geologists. The
recognition of a number of terranes with significant latitudinal displace-
ments has led to a new highly mobilistic view of Cordilleran tectonics.
The first major observational breakthrough directly supporting this
highly mobilistic view was made by Monger & Ross (1971), who recognized
regional suture-bounded disjunct faunal belts in British Columbia. They
drew special attention to upper Paleozoic fusulinacean provinces and the
existence of a belt of exotic verbeekinids that much more closely resemble
Tethyan forms than coeval North American forms. Subsequent work has
shown that the verbeekinids are an equatorial Tethyan-proto-Pacific form
that almost always occurs intermixed with accreted oceanic crust,
seamount, and abyssal plain assemblages (Yancy 1979, Danner 1977,
Monger 1977a, Nestel 1980). The most expansive tract of these assemblages
occurs in the Cache Creek terrane of British Columbia. Similar assemblages
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 49
occur in northern Washington, eastern Oregon, and the western Sierra
Nevada-Klamath Mountains belt; in each of these areas Cache Creek-
type rocks are intermixed with other diverse assemblages. Such mixtures
are shown as Cache Creek-affinity terranes in Figure 1. A number of
other biostratigraphic studies have revealed displaced faunal assem-
blages in outer-belt terranes (Nichols & Silberling 1979, Nestel 1980,
D. L. Jones, personal communication, 1982); however, the Cache Creek
fauna stands out as the most acute problem in tectonic transport and
paleobiogeography.
The observational basis for mobilistic Cordilleran accretion grew
substantially through the 1970s. Northward translations in the range of
hundreds to thousands of kilometers along with significant rotations within
and between terranes are shown by numerous paleomagnetic studies. One
of the most stunning studies was done on Wrangellia, a large terrane of
upper Paleozoic to Triassic rocks occurring as large fragments in western
British Columbia, southern Alaska, and eastern Oregon. Paleomagnetic
studies indicate that each of the Wrangellian fragments originated within
15° of the paleoequator and thus the entire terrane has undergone at least
3000 km of northward translation since Triassic time (Hillhouse 1977,
Jones et al 1977, Hillhouse & Gromme 1982). Other outer-belt terranes
known to have been significantly, displaced are labeled in Figure 1. Each of
these is discussed below. Terranes that are suspected to have undergone
displacement, but which presently lack definitive data, are shown in
patterns denoting gefieral compositional character. Those shown as
"ensimatic" consist primarily of basinal sedimentary rocks, intermediate to
mafic volcanic rocks, and masses of metamorphic tectonites that lack
obvious continental basement protoliths. Such ensimatic assemblages are
also mixed at scales ranging from small blocks to large nappes with
fragments of Precambrian basement and sedimentary sequences that
appear to have formed on or adjacent to continental basement. Similar
tectonic mixtures occur between ensimatic assemblages and fringes of the
miogeocline, and large isolated terranes of continental crust with uncertain
heritage are also embedded in the outer belt.
The basis for recognizing the internal structure of the outer belt and for
defining and resolving the major problems lies in structural-stratigraphic
observations. Only with the mapping of terrane boundaries and an
understanding of their internal stratigraphic and structural sequences can
paleomagnetic, geochronological, paleobiogeographic, and deep crustal
geophysical data be related directly to terrane accretion. With the advent of
plate tectonics, field geology became more speculative and model-oriented.
However, this field is now changing again dramatically. Attempts to refine
and support popular plate-tectonic models of the 1970s by additional and
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50 SALEEBY
more refined data are revealing misconceptions that are in essence as
fundamental as the differences between geosynclinal theory and "uni-
formitarian" plate-tectonic analysis. One of the first major signs of a new
conceptual framework in the field aspects of accretionary orogens is the
concept of terrane analysis.
TERRANE ANALYSIS AND PALEOTECTONIC
INFORMATION
The concept of terrane analysis is set forth in Coney et al (1980) and Jones 
al (1983). The basic geologic field units are tectonostratigraphic terranes
(Figure 1), which are fault-bounded entities often of regional extent, each
characterized by a unique geological history. The cumbersome term
"tectonostratigraphic" portrays an important aspect of both the terranes
and their analysis. Tectonic processes account for their size, shape, and
structural-geographic distribution, whereas internal stratigraphic records
uniquely define them. Conventional stratigraphic records may be
completely disrupted by tectonic or sedimentological reworking pro-
cesses, or obscured by regional metamorphic overprints. Such modifi-
cation phenomena may uniquely define terranes in a fashion similar to
conventional stratigraphic or igneous sequences.
A critical aspect of terrane analysis is a built-in skepticism toward plate-
tectonic modeling between groups of terranes. Genetic links must be
physically demonstrated between adjacent terranes before paleogeographic
and tectonic models can be constructed using them as building blocks.
Until unequivocal links are established, the terranes are considered
"suspect" to one another in that their formational stages may have been
genetically and spatially unrelated, and they are now by chance juxtaposed
by subsequent tectonic transport. Outside of physical continuity and facies
gradation, different terranes can be linked by the detritus of one occurring
in another or by adjacent terranes sharing common crosscutting plutons or
overlap depositional sequences. Physical continuity and facies relations are
the strongest signs of tectonogenetic linkages. The other criteria may only
mark the "amalgamation" (Figure 2) of two or more unrelated terranes into
a composite terrane, whereby related histories may be assumed following
amalgamation. The amalgamation of two or more terranes into a
composite terrane may or may not coincide with accretion to continental
masses. Terrane accretion is used strictly in regard to firm juxtaposition
with cratonic crust or cratonic-cored accretionary masses. Amalgamation
of terranes may occur at great distances from their continental accretion
sites. Examples are given below.
In their review of Cordilleran suspect terranes, Coney et al (1980) point
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ACCRET1ONARY TECTONICS ~ 1
out that over 70~ of the orogen is composed of more than 50 terranes. Only
the largest of these terranes and groups of terranes are shown in Figure 1.
Nearly all of the terranes are elongate parallel to the north and northwest
grain of the orogen. This pattern of fault-bounded interdigitated terranes is
referred to as an "orogenic collage." The collage concept was introduced by
Helwig (1974) in order to elucidate the composite nature of eugeosynclinal
belts. An important implication of this concept is that accretionary orogens
do not represent coherent bodies of paleotectonic information, but rather a
fragmental array of clues. These clues are commonly referred to as
"petrotectonic assemblages." Such rock assemblages are defined as distinct
lithologic associations indicative of a particular plate-tectonic regime
(Dickinson 1972). For example, the Cordilleran miogeocline is taken as the
record of continental rift and subsequent passive drift. Examples of
important outer-belt assemblages are thick sequences of volcaniclastic
strata and plutonic belts of overall calc-alkaline nature taken as the
remnants of subduction-related arcs, or ophiolite sequences taken as
remnants of crust generated by seafloor spreading. Considering the
concepts of petrotectonic assemblages and orogenic collage together brings
us to a view of the Cordilleran orogen as a collection of plate-tectonic
history fragments taken randomly from geologic time and space. The focus
of the following sections is to merge the concepts of terrane analysis and
petrotectonic assemblages in order to roughly characterize some of the
better preserved fragments of plate-tectonic history.
FRAGMENTS OF PLATE TECTONIC HISTORY
For a number of the terranes shown in Figure 1, stratigraphic records are
well enough preserved so that geological histories can be interpreted within
a petrotectonic framework. Which segments of history relate directly to the
North American margin and which relate to distant regions is a funda-
mental question in Cordilleran paleogeography. Some of the better-
understood terranes are viewed below in terms of both their plate-tectonic
and continental-margin accretion histories. Attention is focused first on
some of the largest terranes of the Cordillera situated in British Columbia
and Alaska. This is followed by an analysis of petrotectonic assemblages for
a narrow yet important time interval in California history. The largest
terranes of the Cordillera are Wrangellia and Stikine, both of which were
amalgamated with other large terranes prior to accretion. Such amalga-
mated terrane groups along with their overlap assemblages are referred to
as super-terranes. Discussion of the Wrangellian and Stikinian super-
terranes centers around Figure 2, which shows highly diagrammatic
stratigraphic columns and time relations in amalgamation and accretion.
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 53
Wrangellian Super- Terrane
The Wrangellian super-terrane consists of Wrangellia, the Alexander and
Peninsular terranes, and Jura-Cretaceous overlap sequences and crosscut-
ting plutons. The Alexander terrane contains within it one of the longest
and most complete geologic histories in the outer belt. Nonmetamorphosed
strata and shallow-level intrusives as old as Lower Ordovician are
widespread (Churkin & Eberlain 1977, Saleeby et al 1983). Pre-Ordovician
rocks lie beneath these strata and are cut by the intrusives. Ordovician
through Silurian time is represented by basinal facies volcanic arc deposits.
Volcanic units composed of basalt and basaltic-andesite pillows, pyroclas-
tic flow breccias, and aquagene tufts lie within volcanolithic turbidites and
deep-water graptolitic shale. Widespread subvolcanic intrusives consist of
complex dioritic, gabbroic, and trondhjemitic assemblages with local
ultramafic members (Berg 1972, 1973, Saleeby et al 1983). Mafic dike
swarms are widcspread, and in places they resemble sheeted complexes of
ophiolites. Such relations along with the basinal character of the stratified
rocks are suggestive of an extensional or rifted volcanic arc. Disruption of
the arc-basinal framework is shown in Devonian time by local un-
conformities that expose the subarc intrusives and cause local but
significant gaps in the stratigraphic record. Dtiring and following basin
disruption, the arc sequence began shoaling with the intercalation of
shallow-water carbonates. In Carboniferous time, arc activity ceased with
prolonged deposition of shallow-water carbonates.
In contrast, the adjacent Wrangellia began an active basinal and then
possible shoaling primitive arc history in Carboniferous through Middle
Permian time (Jones & Silberling 1979). Older Paleozoic rock assemblages
probably lie within the Wrangellian basement (Muller et al 1974, Yorath 
Chase 198 i), but their stratigraphic settings are as yet unclear. Wrangellia is
most notable for its Triassic and earliest Jurassic oceanic plateau history
(Jones et al 1977, Ben-Avraham et a11981). After an Upper Permian-Lower
Triassic hiatus, up to 6000 m of subaerial and shallow marine flood basalt
capped the extinct arc. Following volcanism a thick carbonate sequence
was deposited commencing with inner-platform limestone and dolomite
and ending with basinal pelagic limestone, siliceous argillite, and carbona-
ceous shale. Such a stratigraphic sequence suggests submergence and rifting
separation of Wrangellia followed by open ocean drift. The aberrant
paleomagnetic poles are derived from the Triassic basaltic pile, which
further substantiates the subsequent drift phase.
Triassic strata of the Alexander terrane show basaltic-rhyolitic bimodal
volcanic sequences and basement-derived talus breccias intercalated with
shallow marine strata. This apparent rift assemblage formed at significantly
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54 SALEEBY
higher paleolatitudes than the roughly coeval flood basalts of Wrangellia
(Hillhouse & Gromme 1980). New comparative paleobiogeographic data
along with an earlier displacement history suggests that these higher
paleolatitudes may have been in the southern Hemisphere (D. L. Jones,
personal communication, 1982, Van der Voo et al 1980).
In early to mid-Jurassic time, the Wrangellia and Alexander terranes
were amalgamated into a large composite terrane. Much of the original
terrane boundary has been modified and reactivated by Cenozoic strike-
slip faulting and rifting (Coney et al 1980, Yorath & Chase 1981). However,
the early amalgamation episode is shown by overlap relations with the
Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous Gravina-Nutzotin belt, a primitive arc
assemblage composed of basalt and basaltic-andesite volcaniclastic rocks
and deep-basin turbidites (Berg et al 1972). Peridotitic to dioritic intrusive
complexes thought to be the roots of Gravina-Nutzotin arc intrude the
Alexander terrane (Berg et al 1972, Murray 1972). Further amalgamation 
the composite Alexander-Wrangellia terrane and its Gravina-Nutzotin
overlap with the diverse Peninsular terrane occurred prior to continental-
margin accretion. This relation is shown by the overlap of mid-Cretaceous
clastic sequences across both Wrangellia and Jurassic and Triassic basinal
and arc-type strata of the Peninsular terrane (Packer & Stone 1974, Jones 
Silberling 1979). The amount of northward translation that the amalga-
mated Peninsular, Wrangellia, and Alexander terranes underwent together
is unclear inasmuch as the highly aberrant paleomagnetic pole positions
were determined on pre-Cretaceous rocks. Poorly constrained paleopole
aberrations in Cretaceous and Eocene strata of the Peninsular terrane
(Stone & Packer 1977) indicate some postaccretion northward movement
of the super-terrane. Such late-stage movement may have occurred along
with accretion and northward transport of the outboard Chugach terrane
(Gromme & Hillhouse 1981).
Continental-margin accretion of the Wrangellian super-terrane occurred
in mid- to late Cretaceous time as shown by the age of the youngest basinal
strata deformed during the collisional suturing event, and by the age of
postcollisional intrusives (Coney 1981, Cowan & Brandon 1982, G. E.
Gehrels & J. Saleeby, unpublished age data). In southeastern Alaska, the
Gravina-Nutzotin flysch basin was tightly closed as it and its Alexander
basement were obliquely underthrust along narrow, structurally complex
terranes to the east (Figure 1). In southern Alaska the Peninsular and
Wrangellian rocks are separated from inboard terranes by a partially closed
Cretaceous flysch basin. A number of small terranes are structurally
encased within the flysch assemblage, most notably the Chulitna terrane,
whose fauna and Upper Triassic redbed sequence indicate an origin at
substantially lower latitudes (Jones & Silberling 1979). As in southeastern
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 55
Alaska and British Columbia, accretion of the Wrangellian super-terrane in
southern Alaska appears to have occurred by convergence, with significant
dextral movement.
Numerous fragments of plate-tectonic history are well preserved in the
Wrangellian super-terrane. Most notable are a series of separate and
superimposed ensimatic volcanic arcs and arc basins scattered in time from
Lower Ordovician to Lower Cretaceous. Other significant assemblages
include the Triassic rift sequences of Wrangellia and the Alexander terrane,
and the Wrangellia oceanic-plateau sequence. The final collisional suturing
of the Wrangellian super-terrane to North America also represents an
important plate-tectonic event. However, none of these history fragments
can at present be related to a comprehensive plate model. Rock sequences
of suitable age and petrotectonic heritage that could be forearc basin-
subduction zone assemblages genetically related to any of the arc sequences
have yet to be recognized. Furthermore, a subduction-magmatic couplet
related to the closed ocean basin marked by the collisional suture has not
been recognized.
Stikinian Super- Terrane
The Stikinian super-terrane consists of the Stikine and Cache Creek
terranes, an eastern assemblage of Paleozoic strata that probably formed
adjacent to the miogeocline, and a complex association of postamalgama-
tion volcanic arcs and subarc intrusives of early Mesozoic age. Paleo-
magnetic data showing significant displacement are only available for
postamalgamation arc rocks (Monger & Irving 1980), although
paleobiogeographic data show earlier displacements between each of the
major Paleozoic assemblages (Monger & Ross 1971). The Cache Creek
terrane represents one of the clearly exotic elements of the Cordilleran
collage distinguished by Carboniferous to Permian verbeekinids in
shallow-water limestones that were deposited on subsiding seamounts
(Monger 1977a, Souther 1977, Ben-Avraham et al 1981). Paleo-
biogeographic and carbonate petrographic features indicate an oceanic
equatorial origin for the limestones in atoll-type environments (Monger
1975, 1977a, Danner 1977, Yancy 1979). Such buildups persisted locally
into Lower Triassic time. Coeval deposition of pelagic sediments is shown
by interbedding and intermixing relations with Carboniferous through
Triassic radiolarian chert (Monger 1975, 1977a, Ben-Avraham et al 1981).
Large slide-blocks of shallow-water limestone encased within younger
chert are common, probably representing fringes of reefs that broke loose
and moved downslope. Cache Creek basement rocks consist of large
basaltic, commonly alkalic, volcanic piles presumed to be seamounts, and
fragments of upper Paleozoic mafic and ultramafic rocks derived from
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56 SALEEBY
oceanic crust (Monger 1977a, Souther 1977). Formation of melange and
mid- to late Triassic blueschist facies (high pressure) tectonites coincides 
time with amalgamation to the Stikine terrane and the eastern assemblage
(Davis et al 1978, Monger et al 1982).
The Stikine terrane represents the largest individual crustal fragment in
the Cordilleran outer belt. Unlike the Cache Creek terrane, the upper
Paleozoic history of the Stikine terrane is dominated by shallow-water
volcanic-arc activity with the eruption of andesitic to rhyolitic volcani-
clastic rocks and basaltic flows (Monger 1977a). Permian fusulinaceans
from expansive limestone units are of the schwagerinid family in contrast to
the neighboring Cache Creek verbeekinids (Monger & Ross 1971). The
Stikine schwagcrinids are unlike coeval North American schwagerinids,
but they closely resemble those present in the Permian McCloud limestone
from the eastern Klamath terrane of California. The Stikinian and eastern
Klamath schwagerinids may represent North American-derived branches
that evolved in partial isolation along fringing arc systems in temperate
climates (Monger & Ross 1971, Nestel 1980). The Stikinc section shown 
Figure 2 represents stratified sequences located along the east side of the
terrane ; a large portion of its interior is overlain by postaccretion overlap
strata. Similar Palcozoic sequences lie along the west margin of the terranc,
where shallow-water arc activity is evident back into early Carboniferous
time (Monger 1977a).
The Stikine and Cache Creek terranes abut against an eastern as-
semblage of mixed ensimatic and fragmented continental edge material
(Figure 1). In addition to tectonic slices of Precambrian and lower
Paleozoic continent-affinity rocks and Mesozoic volcanogenic assem-
blages, upper Paleozoic sequences showing a history distinct from both the
Stikine and Cache Creek terranes are widespread. These sequences consist
of Carboniferous through Permian basinal sediments and great thicknesses
of basaltic pillows, flows, and hypabyssals (Monger 1977a). Fault slices 
Alpine-type pcridotite are also common which along with widespread
basaltic rocks suggest crustal fragments of ophiolitic character. The basinal
volcanic-sedimentary association of this assemblage and its structural and
spatial association with fragmented continental edge and miogeocline
rocks suggest that it is the inboard remnants of a marginal ocean basin.
Amalgamation of the Stikine and Cache Creek terranes and eastern
assemblage rocks is constrained to Middle or Upper Triassic time.
Widespread primitive arc activity of the Takla and Nicola sequences
overlap Paleozoic strata of Stikine and the eastern assemblage (Monger
1977a,b, Davis et al 1978). Melange-mixing and blueschist facies meta-
morphism in the Cache Creek terrane is thought to be related to Takla-
Nicola subduction (Travers 1978, Monger et al 1982). The Cache Creek
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 57
terrane can more definitely be linked to Stikine and eastern assemblage
rocks by the intermixing of Takla-Nicola arc and Cache Creek detritus, and
by 200 m.y. age Takla-Nicola affinity arc intrusives that crosscut Cache
Creek rocks (Monger 1977a,b, Davis et al 1978, Tipper 1978, Monger et al
1982). Finally the Lower to Middle Jurassic Hazelton arc overlaps both the
Takla and Nicola arcs and their underlying Paleozoic terranes (Davis et al
1978). The Hazelton overlap defines the uppermost stratigraphic sequence
of the Stikinian super-terrane. Imbrication of the super-terrane rocks in
mid to late Jurassic time is taken as the accretion episode. Paleomagnetic
data on Mesozoic overlap sequences and on crosscutting plutons indicates
that amalgamation and perhaps accretion occurred at California paleolati-
tudes, and subsequently the accreted Stikinian super-terrane slid north-
ward into its present position by dextral strike-slip (Monger & Irving 1980).
The Stikinian super-terrane exhibits a wide variety of petrotectonic
assemblages, but it is difficult to arrange them into a simple plate-tectonic
model. If the Stikine terrane evolved along the fringes of the North
American margin, then a complex pattern of interterrane movement is
required for insertion of the Cache Creek terrane between Stikine and
.marginal ocean-basin rbcks of the eastern assemblage. Furthermore, if
Cache Creek rocks are subduction-zone relatives to the Takla-Nicola arc
they occur in a somewhat peculiar axial position relative to the arc loci.
Insight into some of the more subtle tectonic processes that may have
influenced the map distribution of Stikinia’s constituent terranes and
overlap arcs may be derived from Stikinia-type rocks of California.
Stikinian Tectonics l/iewed from Califnornia
Pre-Cretaceous rocks of the western Sierra Nevada-Klamath Mountains
metamorphic belt and the northeastern Coast Ranges contain a distinct
association of mid- to late Jurassic island arc and related ophiolitic rocks.
Such arc rocks in the Sierran-Klamath belt were constructed on a basement
that resembles the Stikinian super-terrane. Subsequently the arc assem-
blage, its basement, and the arc-related ophiolites were imbricated during
the late Jurassic Nevadan orogeny (Davis et al 1978, Suppe & Foland 1978).
The nature and evolution of the arc association and the timing of the
Nevadan orogeny may hold important clues to the complex distribution of
terranes and to the onset of major accretion throughout a large portion of
the Cordillera. Attention is drawn first to the pre-Nevadan basement of the
arc.
The pre-Nevadan basement contains analogues to the Cache Creek and
Stikine terranes, the eastern assemblage, and the Takla-Nieola are (Figure
3). Cache Creek elements consist of Permo-Carboniferous ophiolite and
seamount fragments, verbeekinid-bearing limestone blocks, Permian to
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Fi9ure 3 Generalized geologic map of northwest California showing distribution of pre-
Nevadan basement rocks, and mid- to Upper Jurassic arc and related ophiolitic assemblages.
Diagrammatic sections show critical primary relations in selected mid- to Upper Jurassic
ophiolitic and arc associations. References given in text.
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 59
lower Mesozoic chert and argillite, and amphibolite-blueschist tectonites,
which along with widespread melange record mid- to late Triassic
deformation and metamorphism (Douglass 1967, Hotz et al 1977,
Schweickert et al 1977, Behrman 1978, Davis et al 1978, Irwin et al 1978,
Saleeby 1981, 1982, Wright 1982, Ando et al 1983). Pre-Nevadan basement
rocks of the eastern Klamath and northern Sierra terranes bound Cache
Creek-affinity rocks along regional tectonic contacts of pre-Nevadan age.
The eastern Klamath terrane is distinguished by early Ordovician ophiolite
sitting structurally above Devonian metamorphic tectonites (Lanphere et
al 1968, Mattinson & Hopson 1972). Above the ophiolite rests Ordovician
through Permian mafic to silicic arc rocks, continent-derived clastics, and
shallow-water limestone (Irwin 1977, Potter et al 1977). Here lies the
Permian McCloud limestone, which contains schwagerinids similar to
those found in the Stikine terrane (Skinner & Wilde 1965, Monger 1977a,
Nestel 1980). Paleozoic strata of the northern Sierra are somewhat different
from those of the eastern Klamaths, although correlations of some specific
units have been suggested (Schweickert & Snyder 1981). The most extensive
unit in the northern Sierra is a continental rise-and-slope sequence of
Ordovician-Silurian age, which along with possible correlatives in c~ntral
Nevada is thought to have been deposited offthe miogeocline edge (Bond 
DeVay 1980, Schweickert & Snyder 1981). Above these strata along 
regional unconformity lie Devonian through Permian strata dominated by
arc deposits (D’Allura et al 1977, Varga & Moores 1981). A Cordilleran
rise-slope depositional setting for the Ordovician-Silurian strata ties the
northern Sierra terrane to an inboard position relative to most outer-belt
Paleozoic terranes. Such a position is analogous to the eastern assemblage
of the Stikinian super-terrane. The eastern Klamath and northern Sierra
terranes were amalgamated by mid-Triassic time as shown by correlative
Middle Triassic strata indicating an overlap relation (Albers & Robertson
1961, Skinner & Wilde 1965, D’Allura et al 1977).
Pre-Nevadan basement rocks of Jura-Triassic age along the western
Sierran-Klamath belt have affinities to the Takla-Nico|a arc assemblages.
Most notable are large accumulations of basaltic and basaltic-andesite
volcaniclastic rocks with local associated wherlitic-to-dioritic shallow-level
intrusives. Many of the Sierran-Klamath sequences are coarsely
clinopyroxene-phyric and often olivine-bearing or normative (Sharp 
Wright 1981, Saleeby 1982), as are Takla-Nicola rocks (Monger 1977b,
Preto 1977). In the southern and central Sierra, Takla-affinity rocks were
erupted across an ophiolitic melange basement of Cache Creek-affinity
(Saleeby 1981, 1982). Further north along the western Sierra, Takla-like
rocks are strongly intermixed with Cache Creek-affinity rocks. Slices of
early Mesozoic strata within this complex zone contain slide-blocks of
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60 SALEEBY
verbeekinid limestone and, locally, cobbles of McCloud-type sehwagerinid
limestone (Behrman & Parkison 1978, Saleeby, unpublished data). In the
northernmost Sierra and southwest Klamath Mountains, Takla-affinity
rocks occur tectonieally intermixed with rocks of Cache Creek-affinity and
as a large tectonic slice (Irwin 1972, Davis et al 1978, Sharp & Wright 1981,
Wright 1982).
The gross lithologic associations and the amalgamation history of the
pre-Nevadan basement resemble those of the Stikinian super-terrane in too
many respects to be a coincidence. Most notable is the joining of
verbeekinid and sehwagerinid-bearing terranes near or at the time of a
distinct metamorphic-deformation event in Cache Creek rocks, and then
the ensuing and perhaps partly coincident growth of a primitive arc
sequence. The early Mesozoic amalgamation with Paleozoic strata that
were deposited off the miogeoeline edge is an additional important parallel.
The plate-tectonic history of pre-Nevadan basement amalgamation is
highly enigmatic as is that of the Stikinian super-terrane, but the relations
outlined above indicate that the mid- to late Jurassic arc assemblage and
the ensuing Nevadan orogeny were superimposed over a preexisting
mosaic of terranes of Stikinian character.
Plutonie rocks of the superimposed arc consist of a distinct 170 to 160
m.y. age group (Figure 3). A critical aspect of this group is that it crosscuts
basement rocks of Cache Creek and Takla-affinity as well as those of the
northern Sierra and eastern Klamath terranes (Saleeby 1982, Wright 
Sharp 1982). This plutonic belt is characterized by a compositional suite
varying from clinopyroxene-rich ultramafies to dioritie and local granitoid
end-members (Snoke et al 1982). Thick piles of basaltic-andesite and locally
andesitic and dacitic volcaniclastic strata represent extrusive members of
the arc. Age constraints on these strata are Callovian to possibly early
Kimmeridgian (164 to 155 m.y.B.P., Armstrong 1978) in the central Sierra
(Clark 1964, Behrman & Parkison 1978), and 162 to 159 m.y.B.P, in the
northern Sierra (J. Saleeby & E. M. Moores, unpublished age data). Similar
volcanielastic rocks and age constraints occur in the western Klamaths just
north of the area shown in Figure 3 (Wells & Walker 1953, Gareia 1979).
Late Oxfordian to early Kimmeridgian flysch derived from first-cycle arc
sources and from uplifted Cache Creek and craton-like sources is locally
interbedded with, and for the most part above, the volcaniclastic strata in
both the Sierras and Klamaths (Wells & Walker 1953, Clark 1964,
Behrman 1978, Behrman & Parkison 1978, Harper 1980). Such flysch
sequences constitute the main protolith for the Sierra-Klamath slate belt.
Mid- to Upper Jurassic ophiolitic rocks constitute a critical element in
the petrotectonic analysis of the arc assemblage. Modern fringing arc
systems of the western Pacific commonly contain a number of elements
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 61
which include active arc segments with intra-arc basins, and remnant arc
segments separated from the active arc by interarc basins formed by
seafloor spreading (Karig 1970, 1971, 1972). Mid- to late Jurassic arc and
ophiolitic assemblages of central and northern California together contain
all of these elements. Some of the critical relations are represented by
diagrammatic sections in Figure 3.
The process of intra-arc rifting is recorded in the Smartville block and
Folsom Lake areas of the northern Sierra. The Smartville block possesses
the intrusive and volcanic members of an ideal ophiolite, but with its pillow
sequence interbedded with and giving way upward to arc volcaniclastic
rocks (Xenophontos & Bond 1978). The great expanse of sheeted dikes
suggests a zone of passive rifting within the arc with the generation of
oceanic-type crust. The Smartville block is apparently in thrust contact
above Cache Creek-Takla affinity basement as well as 160 m.y. age
ophiolitic rocks of the Folsom Lake area (E. M. Moores, personal
communication, 1980). The section in Figure 3 for Folsom Lake is 
diagrammatic map view. Here Smartville-age sheeted dikes and
periodotitic-to-dioritic arc intrusives were strongly deformed under solidus
to hot subsolidus conditions along with polymetamorphic wall rocks of
Cache Creek-Takla affinity (Springer 1980, Saleeby 1982). Such proto-
clastic deformation marks a zone of tectonically active intra-arc rifting; this
is perhaps a transform segment or a zone of convergence that was
superimposed on the rift immediately after it formed. In the Mother Lode
belt east and south of the Folsom Lake complex, intra-arc basinal strata lie
depositionally above the wall rock-basement complex (Clark 1964,
Behrman 1978, Behrman & Parkison 1978, Saleeby 1982).
Age relations and petrotectonic assemblages suggesting that the arc split
into interarc-basin and remnant-arc segments are preserved in the west-
central Klamaths, central Sierras, and perhaps along the eastern edge of the
Coast Ranges. A subtle but regional expression of this event is the abrupt
termination of the arc plutons at about 160 m.y.B.P, and the regional
overlap of late Oxfordian to early Kimmeridgian basement-derived flysch
across the major volcaniclastic units. A more direct expression of this
event occurs in the central Sierra, where widespread 160 m.y. age mafic
dikes crosscut the extinct plutonic belt. The Sonora section of Figure 3
shows this critical relation in diagrammatic map view (Sharp & Saleeby
1979, Sharp 1980, Schweickert & Snyder 1981). The sequence of concen-
trated arc plutonism abruptly terminated and then followed by regional
diking contemporaneous with ophiolite formation is taken as a sign of
remnant-arc formation. Higher stratigraphic levels of the same or a
similar age remnant-arc segment are preserved in the Preston Peak ophio-
lite of the west-central Klamaths (Snoke 1977, Saleeby et al 19~82). Here
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62 SALEEBY
160 m.y. age basaltic dikes crosscut the arc basement and then coalesce
upward into a intrusive complex that lies beneath but also crosscuts
faulted diabase and basalt clast breccia. Silicious argillite in turn caps the
mafic breccia.
West of the Sierran-Klamath arc lie the vestiges of 160 m.y. age interarc
basin ophiolites. The Josephine ophiolite represents a complete oceanic-
crust and upper-mantle sequence that is coiaformally overlain by flysch of
the slate belt (Harper 1980, Saleeby et al 1982). This critical stratigraphic
relation ties the Josephine ophiolite to the arc terrane as a juvenile
basement "facies," which in some manner passed laterally into the older
preexisting basement. It is suggested that the remnants of such a transition
are preserved in the Preston Peak ophiolite (Saleeby et al 1982). Remnants
of 160 m.y. age interarc-basin and marginal-basin ophiolites constitute the
Coast Range belt (Bailey & Blake 1974, Blake & Jones 1981, Hopson et al
1981). Interarc-basin ophiolite formed proximal to the locus of arc activity
is well preserved in the Del Puerto section, where abundant shallow-level
silicic intrusives and proximal arc volcaniclastics form an integral and
coeval part of the ophiolite section (Evarts 1977, Sharp & Evarts 1982). 
additional important assemblage occurs along the northern segment of the
Coast Range belt and is represented by the Paskenta section. Here the
ophiolitic basin floor was fractured, uplifted, and eroded to its plutonic
levels during its igneous activity, as shown by plutonic-clast talus breccias
interbedded with pillows and local chert. Amphiboli~ic metamorphic
tectonites also formed contemporaneous with ophiolite genesis, along with
serpentinite melange zones that remained diapirically active into
Cretaceous time (Hopson et al 1981, M. C. Blake & J. Saleeby, unpublished
field and age data). Such relations are suggestive of a basin-floor fracture
zone of probable transform origin (Bonatti & Honnorez 1976, Saleeby
1981). Geophysical modeling and basement-core data indicate that the
California Great Valley is underlain by mainly mafic crust with a thickness
of about 25 km (Cady 1975). A number of workers have suggested that the
Valley floor is imbricated Jurassic ocean-type crust (Cady 1975, Suppe
1979). Different geometries for the Great Valley as the vestiges of inter- or
intra-arc basin floor are modeled in Schweickert & Cowan (1975) and
Saleeby (1981). An important unknown is what major structures may lie
concealed beneath the Valley fill.
Nevadan structures in the western Sierra-Klamath belt consist of
regional fault zones that run parallel to the trend of the belt. The main
expression of the Nevadan orogeny in terms of rock deformation .is a
regional slaty cleavage best developed in the late Jurassic flysch. Such
cleavage and related tight folds mark substantial crustal shortening, which
is also indicated by known or inferred thrust components along a number of
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ACCRETIONARY TECTONICS 63
faults (Figure 3). The apparent regional pattern in Nevadan thrusting was
westward-directed upper-plate movement of remnant-arc segments relative
to the main locus of interarc-basin ophiolites. In the northern Sierra,
eastward-directed overthrusting was widespread and perhaps led to the
obduction of the Smartville block (McMath 1966, E. M. Moores, personal
communication, 1980). High rank Nevadan tectonites appear to be
spatially related to some westward-directed thrusts. Protoliths of the
tectonites include arc-basement elements as well as arc-related rocks. Such
tectonites are best displayed in the Klamath Mountains and in schists of the
northern Coast Ranges (Coleman & Lanphere 1971, Klein 1977, Suppe 
Foland 1978, Kays & Ferns 1980). Complex metamorphic paragenetic
sequences between upper greenschist, amphibolite, and blueschist facies
assemblages characterize these lower-plate tectonites. Radiometric and
stratigraphic age constraints bracket the main tectonite-forming event to
between 160 and 150 m.y.B.P., with local Cretaceous textural overprints
and isotopic disturbances (Lanphere et al 1968, 1978, Coleman & Lanphere
1971, Suppe & Armstrong 1972, Suppe & Foland 1978, Mattinson 1981,
Saleeby et al 1982, unpublished data). Northern Coast Range and western
Klamath tectonites were in places structurally shuffled with Cretaceous
rocks during subsequent Franciscan deformation.
Relations outlined above show a compressed sequence of events leading
to the Nevadan orogeny. Primitive arc activity was concentrated between
170 and 160 m.y.B.P. At about 160 m.y.B.P., the arc ceased its main activity
and interarc-basin ophiolites formed. Between 160 and 150 m.y.B.P., the
entire assemblage was imbricated. Plate-tectonic explanations for the Neva-
dan orogeny have been viewed from several different perspectives. Moores
(1970) and Schweickert & Cowan (1975) emphasize the oceanic character 
the arc and the existence of major thrust structures, and thereby conclude
the arc is an exotic fragment that collided with North America at Nevadan
time. Behrman & Parkison (1978) and Davis et al (1978) emphasize 
amalgamation history of the pre-Nevadan basement and thereby tie the arc
to a position proximal to North America, making Nevadan deformation
intraplate. An intermediate view is that an arra); of smal! plates consisting of
interarc-basin-active arc and remnant-arc segments was created by
160 m.y.B.P, rifting, and along with the arc basement this microplate array
was imbricated at Nevadan time (Saleeby 1981, 1982, Saleeby et al 1982).
An additional aspect of this view is that significant transform links may
have paralleled the margin during the 160 m.y.B.P, rifting event; such
structures may have partly controlled the loci of Nevadan imbrication.
The parallels between the pre-Nevadan basement and the Stikinian
super-terrane in conjunction with the roughly Nevadan-age accretion of
Stikinia at California paleolatitudes point to the Cordillera-wide signifi-
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cance of the Nevadan event. Such significance is also suggested by the
onset of major Cordilleran foreland folding and thrusting in late Jurassic
time (Coney 1981). It appears that a large portion of the outer belt was
accreted with Stikinia. Jurassic arc rocks and ophiolites and upper Paleo-
zoic assemblages--both verbeekinid and McCloud-type schwagerinid-
bearing--which are dispersed through northwest Nevada, eastern Oregon,
and northern Washington (Danner 1977, Davis et al 1978, Brookes 
Vallier 1978, Dickinson & Thayer 1978, Whetten et al 1980, Ketner &
Wardlaw 1981) may be the vestiges of an expansive Stikinian basement
regime with superimposed early Mesozoic arcs. Relationships in California
suggest that rifting and interarc-basin-forming events, interspersed with
amalgamation and accretion events, may account for the complex distri-
bution of basement terranes and overlap arcs. In addition to the distinct
160 m.y.B.P, rifting event, there is evidence in the southern Sierra for at
least local Takla-age interarc-basin formation and associated transform
faulting (Saleeby 1982). This suggests that perhaps different ages of interarc
basins formed within and adjacent to the Stikinian assemblage. In the next
section, we briefly consider the petrotectonic and accretionary history of
the outer belt in relation to these and other plate-tectonic phenomena.
PLATE TECTONIC ACCRETION OF THE
CORDILLERAN OUTER BELT
Subduction of vast expanses of eastern Pacific ocean floor beneath western
North America in late Mesozoic time led Hamilton (1969) to suggest that
west coast eugeosynclinal belts were accreted island-arc and ocean-floor
assemblages. Such a view is adopted here, but with some uniformitarian
constraints. First, modern island-arc systems are located on the fringes of
continents. There are no modern examples of active arcs migrating across
major ocean basins, and thus accreted Cordilleran arcs are considered to
have been parts of a fringing system. Second, far-traveled crustal blocks
that are likely objects for tectonic accretion are oceanic plateaus and
seamount chains. Plateaus may contain within them the remnants of
distant extinct arc terranes. Such constraints and their effects on ac-
cretionary geometry are demonstrated in Figure 4a, a reversed-image map
showing the plate-tectonic elements of the Melanesian Re-entrant (after
Karig 1972, Hamilton 1979, Doutch et al 1981). The reversed image was
made to facilitate direct comparison with Cordilleran geometry. Major
crustal blocks of the Melanesian system that are likely to become accreted
terranes are active and remnant-arc segments, rifted continental fragments
such as the Lord Howe Rise, and oceanic plateaus and seamount chains.
Also present is a complex family of small ocean basins, some still actively
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spreading. Such basins are likely sites of orogenic collapse and related
tectonic accretion by collision. Young basin closure sutures are well
demonstrated in eastern New Guinea and between the Ontong-Java
plateau and the Solomon arc. The former probably represents closure of a
small basin resulting in an arc-arc collision, the latter a larger-scale closure
of part of the Pacific plate. Collision of the Ontong-Java plateau apparently
caused a reversal in the polarity of the Solomon arc with the collisional
suture lying along the former trench. Numerous collisions may be predicted
in the near geologic future along the trace of the active trench.
The regional distribution of some analogous paleotectonic elements of
the Cordillera is shown at the same scale on a Paleogene palinspastic base
(Figure 4b). Preaccretion overlap arcs of Mesozoic age are differentiated
from Paleozoic arc terranes and from early Mesozoic arc rocks super-
imposed over North American sial. Also shown are diagrammatic sutures
that represent closed basins. The mark of such sutures are ophiolite belts, or
highly deformed flysch or deep-basin sediments commonly lying in lower-
thrust-plate structural positions. Closed basins represented by the Cache
Creek terrane and the inboard edge of Wrangellia may have been of vast
extent. Sutures marked by arc-related ophiolites and basinal clastic
sediments are more likely the remains of smaller interarc or marginal
basins. A close analogy is suggested between 160 m.y.B.P, ophiolites of
California (Figure 3) and western Washington (Whetten et al 1978), and 
family of active basins forming along the Melanesian system.
It is suggested that a complex fringing-arc system, like the Melanesian
Re-entrant was collapsed into the Cordilleran outer belt in late Jurassic to
mid-Cretaceous time. Two possible collapse mechanisms are considered. (1)
The arrival of Wrangellia, like the Ontong-Java plateau, resulted in a major
polarity change along the perimeter of the fringing system. Such a polarity
change led to consumption of small internal basin floors, resulting in the
accretion of basin-bounding fragments against the miogeoclinal buttress.
(2) Absolute. motion of North America accelerated in northwest and
then west directions in late Middle and late Jurassic time in conjunction
with a major opening phase in the Atlantic Ocean (Coney 1981, Gordan et
al 1981). A similar age transform system has been suggested between the
equatorial Atlantic and the southern Cordillera partly represented by the
Mojave-Sonora megashear (Silver & Anderson 1974, personal communi-
cation, 1982). Perhaps the northwestward movement of North America
resulted in a punctuated decoupling event between the Cordillera and the
east Pacific realm, manifest by the megashear and a family of largely
oblique interarc rift basins of 160 m.y. age. Subsequent rapid westward
movement of North America at Nevadan time then led to basin closures
perhaps concentrated along transform margins. The view that I tentatively
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Figure 4 Comparative plate tectonic and paleotectonic maps for (a) the Melanesian Re-
entrant, and (b) the Paleogene of the northern Cordillera. Melanesian Re-entrant shown 
reverse image for comparison with Cordilleran geometry. Offset of major Cenozoic dextral
faults and effects of Basin and Range extension in Cordilleran palinspastic base restored after
Davis et al (1978), Dickinson & Thayer (1978), and Tempelman-Kluit (1979). References for 
assemblages and sutures given in text.
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68 SALEEBY
favor is that both mechanisms operated, perhaps in series considering
Wrangellia’s mid- to late Cretaceous accretion age. Critical questions are
when and where Wrangellia made its initial impact, and did the Gravina-
Nutzotin arc form on the fringes of the Cordillera following Wrangellia’s
arrival. Note the position of the Solomon arc, which is amalgamated onto
the leading edge of the Ontong-Java plateau (Figure 4a). Perhaps the
Gravina-Nutzotin arc formed in an analagous position.
A major problem in resolving important details in the outer-belt
accretion history lies in the strong syn- and postaccretion dextral transport
within the belt. Important results of this transp6rt pattern have been the
slicing-off of accreted terranes down to very narrow belts in the California
region and at least part of the truncation pattern exhibited at the southern
termination of the miogeocline. Furthermore, batholithic belts and related
accretionary prisms that formed after the major terrane collisions show the
effects of syngenetic northward transport. Examination of Figure 4b shows
the localization of such batholithic belts along or adjacent to major sutures.
Monger et al (1982) suggest that such localization is a direct result 
terrane-suturing in British Columbia. Intrabatholithic structures of the
Sierra Nevada suggest syngenetic dextral transport of around 200 km along
preexisting suture trends that the batholith invaded. It is suggested that
batholithic belts along with their wall rock terranes may undergo
substantial lateral transport along preexisting suture trends during oblique
subduction (Saleeby 1981, Beck et al 1983). Syn-batholithic oblique
subduction is substantiated by several other lines of evidence. The Coast
Range terrane of California contains Franciscan accretionary prism
elements, mid-Jurassic ophiolite fragments, and slices of transported
batholithic rocks, all showing northward transport in late Cretaceous as
well as Cenozoic time (Alvarez et al 1980, Champion et al 1980, Luyendyk
& Hornafius 1982). Prolonged late Mesozoic and younger dextral shear
along the continental margin is also consistent with presumed relative
motion patterns between oceanic plates of the east Pacific and the North
American plate. Since early Jurassic time, the Pacific, Farallon, and Kula
plates have undergone moderate to extreme northward movements relative
to North America in conjunction with various underthrust components
(Larsen & Chase 1972, Engebretson et al 1981). Thus a general pattern 
oceanic plates moving northward and beneath North America, in conjunc-
tion with North America’s movement pattern tied to the opening of the
Atlantic, has assembled and laterally sheared-out the Cordilleran outer belt.
A similar relative motion pattern is seen in the Melanesian system. With the
arrival of the Ontong-Java plateau, perhaps in the near geologic future
northeastern Australia will be armored with a Cordilleran-type orogen.
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